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Abstract 
This note describes two lemmas for Ramsey number R(p, q; 4), which help us to deduce lower 
bounds better than the corresponding results of Shastri (1990). 
1. Introduction 
Let S be a set. We denote by S t4) the collection of subsets of S with exactly 
4 elements. We call the elements of S t4~ the 4-tuples of S. We call S t4~ the 4-tuple-class 
of S. A coloring of S t4~ with two colors 'red' and 'blue' is a map: 
C : S (4~ ~ {red, blue}. 
we call this a coloring of S ~4), for short, in the remainder of this note. 
For every 4-tuple u we call C(u) the color of u. For a subset X of S, if all elements of 
X ~4) (these elements are 4-tuples of S) are colored red under the coloring C, we call 
X ~4) red-monochromatic; if all elements of X t4) are colored blue under coloring C, we 
call Xt4) red-monochromatic; if all elements of Xt4) are colored blue under coloring C, 
we call X ~4~ blue-monochromatic. 
The Ramsey number R(p,  q; 4) is the minimal integer n such that every coloring of 
the 4-tuple-class of the set S with cardinality n has a p-set whose 4-tuple-class i  
red-monochromatic or a q-set whose 4-tuple-class i blue-monochromatic 
For a set S with cardinality R(p, q; 4) - 1, there exists a coloring for S ~4) such that 
the 4-tuple-class of every p-subset of S is not red-monochromatic and the 4-tuple-class 
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of every q-subset of S is not blue-monochromatic:  We call such a coloring a (p, q; 4)- 
coloring of S t4). 
We denote by S any one element of set S, by $1S2S3S4 any 4-tuple whose four 
elements come from set $1,$2, $3, $4, respectively, and by $1S~$1S2 any 4-tuple 
whose three elements come from set S~ and one element from set $2, etc. 
2. Two lemmas about R(p, q; 4) 
Lemma 1. For any integer p, q > 4, R(p, q; 4) 1> 2R(p - 1, q; 4) - 1. 
Proof. Let X and Ybe two disjoint sets with cardinality R(p - 1, q; 4) - 1 respective- 
ly. Let S -- X u Y, then ISI = 2R(p - 1, q; 4) - 2. We prove the lemma by construct- 
ing a (p, q; 4)-coloring C of S t4~. 
By definition there exists (p - 1, q; 4)--colorings for X ~4) and yt4), say Cx and Cy, 
respectively. 
First, let coloring for X t4~ by C be the same as by Cx, coloring for y~4~ by C be the same 
as by Cy. Second, let coloring for 4-tuples not contained in X t4) u yt4~ be the following: 
C(XXXY)  = red, C(XXYY)  = blue, C (XYYY)  = red. 
The coloring C defined above is a (p, q; 4)-~oloring ofS ta). To show this we need to check: 
(a) For  any p-subset A of S, A t4~ is not red-monochromatic.  There are two condi- 
tions to be considered: 
(i) If I A c~ X I/> 2 and I A c~ YI/> 2, then A t4) must contains a 4-tuple u whose form 
is XXYY.  In view of the construction of C, C(u)= blue, therefore A t4) is not 
red-monochromatic  under C. 
(ii) I fA  contains at least p - 1 elements in X or Y, we assume IA ~ XI /> p - 1 (it is 
similar when IA n YI >/P - 1). Because C is a (p - 1, q; 4)-coloring o fX  t4), (A n X)  t4~ 
is not red-monochromatic.  Hence A t4) is not red-monochromatic under C. 
(b) For any q-subset of S, B t4~ is not blue-monochromatic.  There are two cases: 
(i) If B _~ X or B _~ Y, C is a (p - 1, q; 4)-coloring of X ~4) w y¿4), therefore B (4) is 
not blue-monochromatic under C. 
(ii) I fB  c~ X # 0 and B n Y # 0 we must have IB c~ XI ~>3 or IB c~ YI/> 3, because 
q > 4. Without loss of generality assume IB n XI >~ 3 (it is similar when IB c~ YI ~> 3), 
thus B ~4) must contains a 4-tuple v whose form is XXX Y. As a result of the definition 
of C, C(v) = red. Hence Bt4)is not blue-monochromatic under C. 
Thus C is a (p, q; 4)-coloring of S 4, and R(p, q; 4) ~> 2R(p - 1, q; 4) - 1. [] 
Lemma 2. For any integer P >>. 5, q i> 7, R(p, q; 4) ~> (p - 1)['R(p - 1, q; 4) - 1] 4- 1. 
Proof. Let $1, $2 . . . . .  Sp_ 1 be mutually disjoint sets with cardinality R(p - 1, q; 4) - 1, 
respectively. Let S = 1,9 ~'_--~ Si. We prove the lemma by constructing a (p, q, 4)-color- 
ing C of S 14~. 
Let Ci represents a (p - 1, q; 4)-coloring of Sl4~(i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p - 1). 
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First, define coloring for S~ 4' by C to be the same as by Ci(i = 1, 2 .... ,p -  1). 
Therefore C is a (p 1, q; 4)-coloring of ~)~-~ .~(4) 
p-  1 ,~(,4-) Second, define coloring for 4-tuples not contained in U i= 1 - i  as follows: 
i< j<k<l ,  i , j , k , l~{1,2  . . . . .  p - I} ,  C(SISjSkSI) = red 
C(SISiSjSk) = blue i 4:j, 
C(SISiSiS)) = blue i 4= j, 
C(SiSISiSj) = red i v~ j, 
i¢k , j<k ,  i,j, ke{1 ,2 , . . . ,p -1} ,  
i, j e{1 ,2  . . . . .  p -  1}, 
i,j e {1,2 . . . . .  p -  1}. 
In order to prove the coloring C defined above is a (p, q; 4)-coloring of S (4), we need 
to check: 
(a) For any p-subset A of S, A (4} is not red-monochromatic. There are two cases: 
(i) If A has at least p - 1 elements belonging to a certain set $1, S2..-Sp- 1, assume 
IA n Sil >/p - 1, for some i, 1 ~< i ~< p - 1. Because C is a (p - 1, q; 4)--coloring of 
SI 4~, (A ~ Si) ~4) is not red-monochromatic. 
(ii) Number of element in intersection between A and any set of $1, $2-..Sp_ ~ is not 
more than p - 2. At least two elements of A belong to a certain set Si(1 ~< i ~< p - 1), 
and at least two elements of A do not belong to Si. Thus A (4) must contains a 4-tuple 
u whose form is S~SISjSj (i v~j) or SiS~SjSk (i 4=j, i 4: k, j  < k). From the definition of 
C, C(u) = blue. Therefore A C4} is not red-monochromatic under C. 
(b) For any q-subset B of S, B ~4) is not blue-monochromatic. There are three cases: 
(i) If B is a subset of a certain set of $1, Sa".S n- 1, without loss of generality assume 
B ~ Sg (1 ~< i ~< p - 1). Because C is a (p - 1, q; 4)-coloring of Si, B ~4) is not blue- 
monochromatic  under C. 
(ii) If B is not a subset of any set of S1, $2 . . . . .  Sp_ 1, and at least three elements of 
B belong to a certain set S~ (1 ~< i ~< p - 1), then there must exists a integer j g: i, B ~4) 
has a 4-tuple v whose form is SiS~S,Sj. According to the definition of C, C(v) = red. 
Therefore B {4) is not blue-monochromatic under C. 
(iii) If IB~SI I  <~ 2 (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p - 1), from IBI = q >~ 7, we have that there must 
exist at least four sets of $1, $2 . . . . .  Sp_ 1, the intersection between B and any set of 
these four sets is not empty. Assume these four sets be Si, Sj, Sk, S~ (i < j < k < l). So 
B ~4} contains a 4-tuple w whose form is S~SjSkS~. From the definition of C, C(w) = red. 
Then B (4) is not blue-monochromatic. 
It can be concluded: C is a (p, q; 4}-coloring of S ~4), and R(p,q;4)  
> ISI = (p - 1)[R(p - 1, q; 4) - 1]. This completes the proof. [] 
3. New lower bounds of R (1,, q; 4) 
Lemmas 1 and 2 immediately ield the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For any integer k > 5, R(5, k; 4) = R(k, 5; 4) >/2 k-5 (R(5, 5; 4) - 1) + 1. 
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Table 1 
p q n( < R(p, q; 4)) 
5 6 36 
5 7 72 
5 8 144 
5 9 288 
6 6 72 
6 7 360 
6 8 720 
6 9 1440 
7 8 28672 
7 9 229376 
8 8 200704 
8 9 1605 632 
By using Lemma 2 (p = 6) and Theorem 1, we can easily deduce the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. For any integer k > 6, R(6, k; 4)= R(k, 6; 4) ~> 5 "2 k-5 (R(5, 5; 4) - 1) + 1. 
Next we use Lemma 2 successively to obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. For any integer p, q > 6, 
(p -  1)!(q- 1)! 
R(p,q;4)= R(q,p;4)>~ (6!) 2 JR(7, 7 ;4 ) -  1] + 1. 
Proof. By induction on p and q. [] 
Using Theorems 1-3 and lower bound for R(5, 5; 4) > 18 and R(7, 7; 4) > 4096 (see 
[3]), we list some new lower bounds for R(p, q; 4) in Table 1. 
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